At Surface Styling our suppliers are constantly researching and investing in the very latest design innovations in order to provide you with the industry’s leading brands.
Our continuous investment in the latest trends and products allows you to stay ahead of the competition.

A selection of the newest and most exciting additions to our portfolio are detailed in the following pages, and include such innovative products as Fenix NTA®, Elements3, Swiss Krono and Stratum.
About us

Our philosophy is clear: to provide the widest design choice, product quality and competitive project pricing from the finest industry brands.

With a portfolio of more than 12,000 product lines we give our customers immediate access to a complete surfacing solution, with sample orders being delivered within 24-48 hours.

When sourcing through Surface Styling, you can be confident that you are specifying products that are from legal, ethical and sustainable sources. We are proud of the fact that 95% of our panel products and 85% of our complete timber based offer is certified as coming from sustainable sources.

Surface Styling offers the UK’s largest range of decorative surface materials, with an unrivalled product portfolio spanning laminate, compact, decorative panel, flooring, wall panelling and solid surface.
Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do. Our core objective is to recognise our potential impact on the world around us and adhere to our responsibility to operate in a way that is environmentally and socially acceptable.

We have held Chain of Custody since 2005 and can offer fully certified FSC® or PEFC™ options for all of our timber products, meaning they are only sourced from legal and sustainable forests. We guarantee the timber has been harvested legally and as part of an overall forest management system.

We are committed to:
- Responsible product sourcing.
- Waste minimisation.
- Efficient use of energy.
- Reduction of emissions to atmosphere and water.
- Reduction in water consumption.
- Monitoring and reducing noise emissions.

At Surface Styling we pride ourselves on being easy to do business with. We bring to you the widest range of leading brand surfaces, with over 12,000 product lines. We offer a true multi-channel service.

Whether you prefer to call, send an email or browse 24/7 online on our website, we have it covered.

Telephone
0845 603 7811

Email
info@surfacestyling.co.uk

Online
www.surfacestyling.co.uk

At Surface Styling it’s simple...

one sample order,
one sample delivery,
one point of contact.
RELATIONSHIPS ARE AT THE HEART OF OUR COMPANY’S ETHOS AND WE ARE PROUD TO BE WORKING WITH ALL OF THESE TRUSTED BRANDS
LAMINATE & COMPACT

We bring together the industry’s biggest names in laminate including Formica®, Fenix, Woodlam, Polyrey®, Arpa, Resopal® and Abet to create a comprehensive choice, and with a variety of sheet sizes, digital print options plus 24-48 hour delivery on ex-stock items, we’re number one for laminate! In addition to this, we offer a range of backing and white liner laminates to suit all budgets, with a matt or texture finish, along with an FSC® option.

Our Compact portfolio comprises a huge variety of colours, textures, thicknesses and sheet sizes from the industry’s leading brands. A self supporting, prefinished product which is CE compliant, high impact resistant and waterproof, Compact is the ideal product for wall linings, lab worktops, washrooms, lockers and cubicle systems. However Compact is not just a washroom product; Formica® offer Vivix for external use, Polyrey® Reysitop is furniture grade hardwearing, and Abet supply a labgrade product.
FORMICA®

The Formica® Collection offers a vast selection of textures and designs, heavily weighted with a strong plain colour offer but also featuring woodgrains, patterns, metallics (including magnetic dry wipe and chalkboard options) Ligna wood veneer, Colorcore, and to compete at the lower end of the market, Fundamentals.

Features & Benefits

- 120 plain colours available in standard Matte 58 texture.
- 30 of the most popular plain colours are available in the Premium collection, which offers a further 7 unique surface textures.
- Infiniti range offers anti fingerprint, soft touch ultra matte finish which is fully post formable.
- 65 woodgrain designs, with textures varying by décor.
- Selected pattern designs feature the new Frosted and Truescale textures.
- Standard sheet size of 3050 x 1300mm (with selected décors also in 3660 x 1525mm), plus 3 door size options.
- All plain colour 3050 x 1300mm sheets are supplied with protective film.
- FSC® certified as standard.
- Products can be supplied to IMO/MED specification.
- ‘Younique’ digital print service enables any customer supplied design or imagery (including photographs) to be incorporated into a high pressure laminate.

Application

Commercial
The extensive Polyrey® collection offers a broad plain colour palette, plus the Origine range of woodgrains, the Mineral collection which replicates natural raw materials due to realistic surface textures, and the Premier range of enhanced textures; all held in stock for 24–48 hour delivery.

Features & Benefits

• All HPL products incorporate Sanitised® antibacterial protection.
• 17 innovative textures complement decor options.
• Touch gives an anti-fingerprint, deep matte finish.
• Selected plain colours are also available in Premier texture options.
• The BRIHG hardwearing high gloss finish brings a sense of luxury.
• ‘Monochrom’ offers a core that’s colour coordinated with the decorative surface to create a solid effect; available in black and white options across 6 textures.
• Supported with a full door collection
• Full digital print service available for bespoke laminate sheets.
• Durion low cost range meets tight budgets.
• FSC® / PEFC™ certification available.

Application

Commercial
Resopal® offer a laminate collection high in surface texture innovation. In addition to a range of 100 plain colours, Resopal® offer innovative surface solutions with exclusive finishes such as Artists Joy and Whispering Grass.

IDS carry the full collection of 236 decors in stock, all available for 24-48 hour delivery.

Features & Benefits

- 88 woodgrains with authentic textures.
- The Horizon range features on-trend horizontal veneers.
- Materials collection includes urban concrete and metal reproductions.
- 19 surface textures available.
- Unique textures compliment specific décors.
- High wear, abrasion resistant high gloss.
- Door range also available.
- Performance textures range includes Traceless (anti-fingerprint), Aeon (3 times harder wearing than conventional laminates) and Crushed Stone (for a natural, rustic look).

Application

Commercial
Although technically not a laminate, FENIX from Arpa is an innovative material created for interior design applications. FENIX NTM® offers a range of plain colours and speckles, whilst FENIX NTA® is an ultra-matt, real brushed steel material. Uniquely, FENIX NTA® is the first and only metal suitable for horizontal as well as vertical applications in commercial and residential settings.

Suitable for both vertical and horizontal use, the external surface of FENIX involves the use of nanotechnology and next generation acrylic resins combined with an Electron Beam Curing Process. With low light reflectivity, its surface is extremely opaque, anti-fingerprint and features a very pleasant soft touch.

**Features & Benefits**

- FENIX NTM® is available in 19 designs including plain colours and speckles.
- FENIX NTA® offers three coloured metals with the same features and benefits as FENIX NTM®.
- Low light reflectivity, extremely matt surface.
- Thermal healing of microscratches.
- Soft touch.
- Anti-fingerprint.
- Anti-static.
- Enhanced anti-bacterial properties.
- Resistant to scratches and abrasion.
- Resistant to dry heat.
- High resistance to acid solvents and household reagents.
- Broad range of applications, including horizontal, vertical and curved surfaces.
- Available in 3 sheet sizes, colour through and Compact options.

**Application**

- Domestic
- Commercial
Surface Styling is the exclusive distributor of the Arpa For UK Collection. Available ex-stock, this laminate range provides the perfect solution for a range of diverse applications such as transport, retail and healthcare.

Features & Benefits

- 78 plain colours NCS matched.
- 59 woodgrains in complementary textures.
- Materics range reflects natural elements.
- Metallic range available.
- All UK HPL range is stocked in Postforming Grade.
- UK HPL Collection is certified Class 1 against spread of flame.
- IMO/MED certified available to order.
- IDS stock is backed up by Arpa’s UK warehouse.

Application

Commercial
Also known in the UK as ‘Print’, Abet offers an extensive range of grades and designs. An almost infinite combination of grades, décors and textures are available, and the ‘Synergy’ range provides even faster availability of selected lines.

Features & Benefits

• Available in standard and postforming grades.
• FSC® certified product made to order.
• Range of real wood veneers available.
• Offers the largest combination of décors and finishes in the market.

Application

Commercial
The UK’s only manufacturer of ‘realwood’ laminates offers an extensive range of commercial and exotic veneers, combining the natural beauty of wood with the durability and low maintenance of a high pressure laminate.

Features & Benefits

- A range of engineered woods alongside on-trend stained grey veneers.
- Supplied with melamine overlay in optional surface finishes or unfinished, allowing staining to required effect.
- Veneers are generally supplied Crown Book Matched.
- Can also be supplied to individual specification.
- Sizes 3050 x 1250mm, 2500 x 1250mm and 2150 x 950mm door size.
- FSC® certified.

Application

Domestic
Commercial
The latest Formica® Collection comprises 52 décors, including 25 new on-trend designs and exclusive surface textures. The new XLF (extra large format) additions provide wider sheet options compared to the previous 1525mm width. Formica® also offer VIVIX external grade cladding Compact.

**Features & Benefits**

- 20 décors now available in XLF sheet format; sizes 4305 x 1835mm and 2775 x 1835mm.
- Matching laminate available for all décors.
- 3 new Twill designs feature the award winning PLEX™ surface finish.
- Puregrain and Linewood textures offer the “natural timber” feel.
- ‘Younique’ customised digital print service for bespoke designs.
- 10mm Locker Range also available.
- FSC® certified as standard.
- Supplied with protective coating.
- LRV’s available to ensure DDA compliance.

**Application**

Commercial
Polyrey’s® Washroom Collection offers great complementarity with a choice of 3 products (compact, laminate and MR MFC) to enable a cost effective solution for all projects. Reysitop compact features PROTECT+™ technology to provide increased impact and wear resistance, so is ideal for both vertical and horizontal applications, for example high wear furniture.

Features & Benefits

- Entire Washroom Collection ex-stock for 24-48 hour delivery.
- Features Sanitized® antibacterial protection as standard.
- Selected decors available in Touch, BRI and Linimat textures.
- 52 décors in Compact and HPL, with 42 of these also in Panoprey MR MFC.
- Compact is 12.5mm thickness as standard, with 2 sheet sizes for optimisation; 3660 x 1510mm and 2600 x 2050mm.

- 10mm locker range comprises 20 effects in 3660 x 1510mm sheets.
- All products supplied with a protective coating.
- Digital print option available for personalised designs.
- FSC® and PEFC™ certification available (subject to product).
- LRVs (light reflective values) available to ensure compliance with Disability Discrimination Act.

Application

Commercial
Arpa’s Athlon brand of washroom products features 12.7mm thick Compact, with matching HPL available.

Comprising 18 plain colours, 11 woodgrains and 8 Materic Expression designs, Athlon is available in two sheet sizes.

**Features & Benefits**

- Compact available in 2 sizes to maximise efficiency; 4300 x 1850mm and 2150 x 1850mm.
- Entire product range stocked by IDS and backed up by Arpa’s UK warehouse facility to enable 24-48 hour delivery.
- Matching laminate available.
- All products supplied with a protective coating.
- LRV’s available to ensure DDA compliance.

**Application**

Commercial
Our comprehensive range has been developed to enable customers to source all of their panel product requirements from one supplier. From raw boards, MFC, MDF, CDF, matching edging tape and more, we have access to a huge variety of materials from the industry’s leading manufacturers to ensure that we can fulfil any request. With a vast choice of sheet sizes and thicknesses, cutting edge textures and in line registration, we are continuously investing in product development and innovation to provide our customers with the latest products and broadest portfolio possible.

In addition, our product offer is supported with dedicated Panel Specialist branches who can be contacted on 0845 023 0376.
Surface Styling have a longstanding partnership with Swiss Krono who are renowned for their consistently high quality and innovative products. The One World Collection boasts a huge range of MFC, complete with matching laminate and edging. 158 décors are available ex-stock on 18mm MFC for 24-48 hour delivery. This includes the innovative new CamuStyle TX collection, which features a unique texture that harnesses the aesthetics of natural limestone and open weave fabric, giving the 12 décors a fashionably relaxed look with a choice of soft whites, beiges, greys, bronze and stone-inspired designs.

Features & Benefits

- Over 250 designs available.
- Plain colour, woodgrain, stone and concrete designs.
- Matching MFC, laminate and edging across all décors.
- Additional thicknesses and substrates available on request.
- Consistent high quality and machinability of the coreboard.

- Virgin core.
- 3mm printed HDF for drawer bases and cabinet backs also available in pallet quantities for delivery 7-10 days from order.
- FSC® certified as standard.
- PEFC™ accreditation available on request.

Application

**Domestic**
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

**Commercial**
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
A revolutionary panel solution from Swiss Krono that combines the latest manufacturing technology with high quality and sustainable materials. Ideal for use in cubicles and washrooms, and for the manufacture of lockers and furniture.

Features & Benefits

- FSC® certified and recyclable.
- Offers a 30% weight saving over standard Compact laminate.
- Quicker to cut and profile, offering a significant cost saving.
- Highly moisture resistant.
- FR certified as standard.
- Available in 17 décors ex-stock.
- Any other décor from the One World Collection can be produced on CDF with a minimum order quantity of 10 sheets, including synchronised textures.
- Other thicknesses are available made to order.
- Virgin core.

Application

Domestic
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions Cubicles • Lockers • Heavy duty furniture.
PFLEIDERER

Pfleiderer offers an interior design collection of more than 300 décors, 190 of which are in the colour match collection. In addition, the unique PrimeBoard collection offers elegant and high-quality lacquered surfaces in matt and high gloss finishes.

Features & Benefits

- Matching décors available across MFC, MF MDF and HPL.
- More than 300 décors across the entire interior design range.
- FSC® and PEFC™ options available.
- PrimeBoard Xtreme Matt is a true eye-catcher with a velvety feel that creates an impression of depth and radiates elegance. Thanks to the Anti-Fingerprint effect, surfaces are protected against soiling and are easily cleaned.
- PrimeBoard Xtreme High Gloss provides a perfectly even and three-dimensional mirror shine that lends a modern touch to plain decors. Its impressive depth conveys an extraordinary elegance to classic wood, stone and mother-of-pearl décors.
- The innovative multi-coating technology provides excellent abrasion and scratch resistance ensuring a long lasting high-quality surface that’s also easy to clean.

Application

Domestic
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
Finsa SuperPan offers superior machining, finishing and cost saving benefits. Ideal for furniture manufacturing and shopfitting, the melamine faced boards comprise a chipboard centre with MDF fibres to the surface.

Features & Benefits

• A unique panel with integral layers of MDF fibres to the surface and a chipboard centre.

• Available ex-stock with decors including woodgrains, plain colours, gloss and fantasy designs.

• In-line registered embossed woodgrains available (Jazz).

• PEFC™ as standard.

• Meets the latest design trends and commercial bestsellers.

• Gama Duo also available on a forward order basis.

Application

Domestic
• Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
• Shopfitting • Door manufacture • Furniture manufacture.
Panoprey® from Polyrey® offers melamine faced MFC and MDF boards in a host of designs and décors. Moisture resistant MDF is also available, meaning that Panoprey® is suitable for a variety of horizontal and vertical applications, including washrooms.

Features & Benefits

- Over 150 designs available on either MFC or MDF boards.
- Moisture Resistant MFC option available.
- Available in FR grade.
- Matching Compact and HPL designs available.
- Digital print option available for personalised designs.
- PEFC™ certification available.
- Panoprey® Washroom Collection offers 32 designs onto MR MFC to provide a cost effective alternative to Compact ideal for use in washrooms.

Application

Domestic
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
The Kronospan melamine range offers a multitude of contemporary and traditional décors ideal for applications including furniture manufacturing, shopfitting, kitchens, bedrooms, hotels and caravans.

Features & Benefits

- Available in over 200 décors.
- Range spans chipboard and MDF substrates.
- A variety of size and thickness configurations.
- Over 120 laminates available to complement melamine décors and the Trends Collection.
- FSC® certification of MDF and chipboard products since 2000.

Application

Domestic
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
The Kronospan Trends collection introduces innovative new design and décors into the market, whilst Mirror Gloss is widely considered to be the best gloss MFC in the marketplace.

**Features & Benefits**

- **Trends:** offers a stylish solution for a host of applications.
- 7 oaks and 2 walnuts with a PW texture plate.
- 2 heavy embossed (HE) pines.
- 2 cements with a natural smooth texture (NT).

- **Mirror Gloss:** a high gloss melamine faced particle board.
- 20 décors, where depth and definition are pushed to the limits.
- Includes 14 colours, 4 woodgrain effects and 2 pencil line designs.
- Matching edging and protective film on the gloss surface.

**Application**

**Domestic**
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

**Commercial**
- Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
The Kronospan Color Woodgrain collection offers the look and feel of painted wood, but with the durability of melamine - get the look without the hassle.

Features & Benefits

Realistic woodgrain texture finish.
Offers the consistency and workability of melamine faced boards.
Double sided wood texture.

Available in 10 contemporary colours including on-trend neutrals and the ever popular black.
Painting Grade White, ready-to-paint woodgrained board is also available.

Application

Domestic
• Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Kitchen • Bedroom • Bathroom.

Commercial
• Furniture manufacture • Joinery • Shopfitting • Hotels • Exhibitions.
Forescolor is a colour through, high quality wood fibre board that’s produced using organic dyes and melamine resins by utilising a continuous press. It is an evolution of MDF with improved properties, and finishes and fastenings are identical to those used for wood. The range offers 9 vibrant and homogenous colours in a 2440 x 1220mm board size as standard, across various thicknesses from 5 to 19mm.

**Features & Benefits**

- Available in 9 different colours: black, grey, light grey, brown, blue, green, red, orange, yellow.
- FSC® certified and moisture resistant as standard.
- Non-toxic.
- Tool-friendly.
- Less porous – easier to finish and better finishing quality.
- Higher superficial density, giving higher resistance when routing or engraving.
- High quality in defibration, providing a homogenous surface with less visible wood fibres.
- NAF (Non Added Formaldehyde) available on request.
- Embossed collection available on request, offering Classic Wood, Ocean and Fabric designs across all 9 colours with 9mm thickness.

**Application**

- Wall cladding
- Ceilings
- Interior design
- Furniture (educational, office, domestic)
- Doors
- Design objects
- Toys
- Exhibition stands
- Displays
- Arts & crafts
- Shopfitting
- Signage
With a vast portfolio spanning real wood, vinyl and laminate, we offer flooring suitable for any application including domestic and commercial, as well as a number of waterproof options. With a colour and texture to suit any style or specification, our on-trend products are also hardwearing and durable and supported with installation accessories and underlays. Combining premium brands with next day delivery, we can meet any requirement!
The Tuscan flooring collection offers a beautiful range of stunning surfaces and finishes to suit both traditional and contemporary interiors. With a broad choice of surface textures, finishes and colours including fashionable greys, smoked oaks and herringbones, Tuscan brings style and elegance to any interior.

The new Forte collection is easy to install – even in tight spaces – thanks to its 5GC installation system with push down joints and strong, stable end joints.

**Features & Benefits**

- Colour palette spans oaks, greys, whitewashed effects, walnut, dark and light smoked oak, toffee and cappuccino hues.
- Wide plank and herringbone styles offer a unique look.
- 3 ply and multiply engineered products available.
- Suitable for stickdown or floating installation with 5GC, click, drop lock and tongue & groove jointing systems.
- Textures include brushed, distressed, hand scraped, and saw marked.
- Finishes include matt lacquered and UV oiled.
- Selected products suitable for installation over electric mat and water piped underfloor heating systems.
- Up to 25 years warranty.
- FSC® certified.
- Solid wood trims available in complementary colours.

**Application**

Domestic / Light commercial

- Not suitable for wet areas or rooms with high humidity.
The smart design of Malmo™ luxury vinyl flooring brings beauty and elegance as well as wear resistance and functionality to any space. With a colour palette that includes classic oak through to on-trend greys and travertine, this competitively priced collection offers a high performing flooring option that is suitable for a wide variety of commercial and domestic applications.

Features & Benefits

- Competitively priced.
- Stickdown and Rigid 5G installation.
- Choice of plank, tile or herringbone designs
- Hardwearing and durable.
- Easy to clean and maintain.
- Suitable for domestic and light commercial applications.
- Up to 25 year residential and 10 year commercial warranties.
- Subfloor preparation and adhesive products available.

Application

Domestic
- Including kitchens and bathrooms.

Commercial
- Shops  •  Salons  •  Boutiques.
FAUS laminate floors offer a highly realistic alternative to hardwood and ceramic materials.

With stunning designs including retro tile, chevron, herringbone and antique wood, FAUS is highly durable, easy to install, and even suitable for use in bathrooms and kitchens.

**Features & Benefits**

- Modern and realistic designs including tile, woodgrain, chevron and herringbone.
- Suitable for use with underfloor heating systems.
- Sealed edges ensure water resistance, enabling use in kitchens and bathrooms.
- Lifetime guarantee for domestic use; 5 years commercial.
- FSC® and PEFC™ certified.
- AC6 abrasion resistance.

**Application**

**Domestic / Light commercial**

- Ideal for wet areas and areas of high humidity, including kitchens and bathrooms.
Unique to the market, 100% waterproof laminate flooring, Aqua-Step® offers a range of stylish woodgrain and tile effect finishes, including Aqua-Step® Ceramics. In addition, R10 slip resistance offers a brush finish that meets commercial requirements and looks stunning.

**Features & Benefits**

- 100% waterproof and not affected by moisture.
- R10 slip resistance.
- Unilin fixing system for quick and easy installation.
- Full plank, half plank, tile and mini tile designs.
- Planks and tile effects in 8mm thickness.
- Ceramics in 5.3mm thickness.
- Matching installation accessories available across all décors.
- Suitable for both domestic and commercial use.
- Up to 25 years residential and 7 years commercial warranty.
- Recyclable.

**Application**

*Domestic / Light commercial*

- Ideal for wet areas and areas of high humidity (not suitable for conservatories).
Offering laminate flooring for sophisticated tastes, Swiss Krono Grand Selection looks and feels like a real hardwood floor.

Using the latest technology to create an authentic surface structure that’s in line with the décor, the range offers oak and walnut effects across a spectrum of light to dark tones, as well as Origin which also features longer planks and the Aquastop moisture resistant system.

Features & Benefits

- Looks and feels like a real wood floor.
- Quick and easy to install a click installation system.
- Suitable for domestic and commercial installation.
- 12mm and 14mm thicknesses.
- Large format planks, from 1380mm to 2780mm length and 193mm to 244mm width.
- Aquastop surface protection provides an added benefit for moisture areas such as kitchens.
- AC5 scratch and impact resistant.
- Colourfast and anti-static properties.
- Easy to clean and maintain.
- Highly durable and resilient.
- 35 year residential warranty.
- FSC® certified.

Application

Domestic / Commercial

- Not suitable for wet areas or rooms with high humidity.
Offering value for money engineered and multiply wood flooring, Basix provides affordable style suitable for any home. With a choice of surface finishes including UV oiled and UV lacquered; tongue & groove, click or the fantastic 5G installation system; and a variety of plank sizes, thicknesses and colours.

Features & Benefits

- 3 ply and multiply engineered products available.
- Suitable for stickdown or floating installation.
- 5G, tongue & groove or click jointing systems.
- Narrow plank and 3 strip styles across a variety of plank widths and lengths.
- Surface textures include brushed and flat sanded.
- Surface finishes include UV lacquered, matt UV lacquered and UV oiled.
- Broad palette of on-trend colour options including Silver, Milk Chocolate, and the classic Natural Oak.
- Solid wood trims available in complementary colours.
- 10 year warranty.
- FSC® options available.

Application

Domestic / Light commercial
- Not suitable for wet areas or rooms with high humidity.
Quick-Step is the UK’s leading brand of laminate flooring.
With a vast range of styles, décors and textures – including the Impressive range for bathrooms – Quick-Step is the ultimate laminate floor.

Features & Benefits

- Extensive décor options across wood and tile effect designs.
- Thicknesses 7mm to 12mm.
- Unilin locking system for quick and easy installation.
- Suitable for use with underfloor heating systems.
- Scratch guard finish for 10 times more scratch resistance.
- Will not discolour in light / sunlight.
- The 12mm Impressive range is suitable for light commercial use in wet areas subject to installation instructions and boasts AC4 and AC5 ratings.

Application

Domestic / Light commercial
Krono Original offers a comprehensive range of laminate flooring, with a broad selection of décors and finishes supported with an easy installation drop loc system.

Features & Benefits

- Extensive décor choice incorporating tile and wood options with a hand scraped effect.
- Range from 7mm to 10mm thickness.
- Click system for quick and easy installation.
- Suitable for use with underfloor heating.
- Aquastop surface protection provides an added benefit for moisture areas such as kitchens.
- FSC® certified.
- Suitable for multiple applications and budgets.

Application

Domestic / Light commercial

- Not suitable for wet areas or rooms with high humidity.
Livyn and Pulse from Quick-Step offer click installation vinyl flooring inspired by the latest trends in architecture, fashion and design.

With a wide range of styles from vintage and reclaimed to rustic and smooth, they are also suitable for stick down installation. In addition, the Plus ranges are suitable for commercial application.

**Features & Benefits**

- Broad colour palette spanning wood and stone effects.
- Brushed and saw cut matt finishes.
- 4.5mm thickness.
- Quick and easy to install using the patented Uniclic jointing system.
- Suitable for use with water fed underfloor heating systems.
- Suitable for conservatories (subject to the use of appropriate underlay).
- Easy to clean and maintain.
- Up to 25 years warranty.
- 100% recyclable.

**Application**

Domestic / Commercial

- Ideal for wet areas and areas of high humidity, including conservatories.
WALL PANELLING

Our selection of wall and ceiling panelling is unrivalled. Bringing together the industry’s leading brands to offer waterproof panels for bathrooms and wetrooms, ceiling panels that can be applied directly over Artex, decorative panels that negate the need for plasterboard, and tough, hardwearing wallcoverings for commercial and public areas; our portfolio is vast.

With a broad palette of colours and designs spanning marbles, stones, woodgrain effects, plain colours and more, we have a stunning solution for any style. Added to this is our bespoke digital print option to create a unique look in both domestic and commercial settings – anything is possible!
Showerwall is the ultimate waterproof panelling system, designed to deliver a smooth, watertight finish whilst also being hard-wearing, stain resistant and totally hygienic. The range caters for all trends and tastes – from luxuriously veined marbles, to earthy stones and shimmering quartz. As well as matt, tactile and uniquely synchronised texture finishes, acrylic Showerwall panels are also available. Their sleek glass-like finish is available in plain colours or digitally printed – using either a pattern from the Showerwall library, or any image or design of your choice.

**Features & Benefits**

- Spectrum of 66 designs across five collections; Marble, Quarry, Mineral, Acrylic and Custom.
- Five surface finishes in gloss, matte, texture, synchro and acrylics.
- Synchro harnesses in-line printing technology to create a perfectly synchronised décor for unique and unrivalled realism.
- 2440mm panel height.
- Square cut panels available in 900mm or 1200mm widths.
- Innovative Proclick installation technology negates the need for joining trims (HPL panels only) for a seamless finish.
- Quick and easy installation – no wet trades required.
- Unique Sureseal trim provides enhanced sealing performance.
- Wide variety of installation accessories available.
- 15 year (HPL) and 10 year (acrylic) guarantees.
- FSC® certified moisture resistant MDF core (HPL only).

**Application**

**Domestic**
- Bathroom.
Showerwall Project is a smart waterproof wall panelling system designed to suit any project. Built to last and easy to install, this selected range of versatile decors ensures a stylish interior for any environment.

The waterproof system can be achieved using HPL or acrylic panels, with the option of Proclick joints on HPL panels for even faster installation.

Features & Benefits

- 10 designs in HPL range.
- 5 colours in Acrylic collection.
- 2440mm panel height.
- Innovative Proclick installation technology negates the need for joining trims (HPL panels only) for a seamless finish.
- Quick and easy installation - no wet trades required.
- Unique Sureseal trim provides enhanced sealing performance.
- Wide variety of installation accessories available.
- 10 year guarantee when fitted in accordance with Showerwall accessories and installation instructions.
- FSC® certified WBP plywood core (HPL only).

Application

Domestic
- Bathroom.

Commercial
- Local authority • Social housing • Student accommodation
- Care homes • Schools • Campsites
The Nuance range offers wall panels in a wide choice of designs and textures to help create individual interiors. With stunning decors including marbles, stones and timbers, the versatile panels can be used to create a true wetroom, panel out a shower enclosure, or go around the bath and behind the washbasin. The unique panels feature a patented core that’s 100% impervious to water, require no trims or extrusions, are six times faster to install than tiles and are supported by a 15 year guarantee.

**Features & Benefits**

- On trend design palette meets modern, contemporary and traditional interiors.
- Patented 100% waterproof core.
- More hygienic than tiles and grout.
- Large format panels.
- Postformed outer edges mean no extrusions and fewer visible joints.
- Eliminates need for wet trades.
- 15 year guarantee.
- Coordinating bathroom worksurfaces also available.
- BB Complete adhesive and colour co-ordinated sealant available for all decors.

**Application**

**Domestic**
- Bathroom • Shower Cubicles
- Wetrooms.

**Commercial**
- Gyms • Spas • Hotels • B&Bs.
ClicWall® is a stand-out wall panelling system from Unilin, available with a choice of melamine faced décors or paint-ready layer on its MDF core. It offers significant time and cost saving benefits as the world-renowned Uniclic® installation system means that it’s quick and easy to install, and as it can be fixed directly to battens it can even replace the need for plasterboard. Also available is ClicWall® Deco – a unique surface panel that is primed, ready to paint or paper. Customised interiors and designs can be created using our bespoke digital print service; patterns, photographic images or corporate themes are printed directly onto the panels using high resolution digital print for a truly unique look.

Features & Benefits

• Immediate seamless decorative wall system.
• Easy to install using the patented Uniclic® system.
• Cuts out time consuming, costly and messy wet trades.
• Very strong and scratch resistant.
• 10 melamine faced décors.
• Paint grade option available.
• Suitable for digital print to create a bespoke wall covering (contact us for further information).
• Environmentally friendly.
• All décors available with FR certification (excluding paint grade).
• Alternative décors available on request.

Application

Domestic
• Ideal for living rooms, dining rooms, children’s bedrooms and playrooms.

Commercial
• Schools • Universities • Care homes
• Shopping centres • Hotels
• Restaurants & bars.
Altro Whiterock™ wall cladding is ideal for areas where hygiene is paramount.
Featuring a continuous smooth, tough and durable surface, Whiterock™ can be wiped clean in an instant to retain its hygienic and stain free appearance.

Features & Benefits

- Impact resistant.
- Hygienic and easy to clean.
- Unrivalled colour palette.
- Gloss and satin finishes.
- Quick to install.
- Can be thermoformed in and out of corners.
- Durable and non-porous.
- Available in sheet sizes of 2500mm / 3000mm x 1220mm x 2.5mm.
- Fully bonded and guaranteed system (20 years).
- Meets all building and food hygiene regulations.
- Class 0, when fully bonded to a non combustible surface.

Application

Domestic
- Kitchen • Bathrooms • Shower Cubicles • Wetrooms.

Commercial
- Hotels • Restaurants • Fast food outlets • Showers • Fitness centres
- Sports clubs • Changing rooms • Swimming pools • Laboratories
- Hospitals • Schools • Universities • Agricultural • Care homes.
Altro Fortis™ wall cladding offers seriously tough protection for walls, doors and corners. Impact resistant, Fortis™ is also textured to ensure minimal scuff damage – keeping high traffic public areas such as corridors looking good for longer.

**Features & Benefits**

- Impact resistant wall protection.
- Textured sheet.
- Broad colour palette.
- Colour matched with Whiterock™ Satins to provide a consistent finish.
- Quick to install.
- Sheet size: 3000mm x 1220mm x 2.5mm.
- Pre-formed corners available: 1200mm x 75mm x 75mm.
- Flexitrim coil offers aesthetically improved finish.
- Guaranteed system (20 years).
- Class 0, when fully bonded to a non combustible surface.

**Application**

Commercial

- High traffic public areas such as corridors or shared spaces
- Schools • Universities • Agricultural • Care homes
- Shopping centres • Hotels • Restaurants & bars.
Altro Basis is a general purpose white 2.0mm thick wall sheet that is quick to install, waterproof and tough. It offers stain resistance and a Class 1 fire rating as standard, and is great for use in any areas that do not require a fully bonded hygienic wall system.

### Features & Benefits

- Quick and easy to install.
- Tough, hardwearing and non-absorbent.
- Smooth texture, with a wipe clean surface.
- Stain-resistant.
- CE marked.
- Sheet sizes: 2500 x 1220 mm / 3000 x 1220 mm
- Matching trims available.
- 1 year guarantee
- Class 1 fire rating (BS 476 part 7)

### Application

**Commercial**

- Hotels
- Restaurants
- Fast food outlets
- Fitness centres
- Sports clubs
- Changing rooms
- Swimming pools
- Schools
- Universities
- Agricultural
- Care homes.
SOLID SURFACE

Our premium quality solid surface materials offer a large variety of decors, sheet sizes and thicknesses, providing a beautiful solution for both domestic and commercial interiors.

Acrylic solid surface material can be cut, shaped, moulded and thermoformed to create truly stunning design-led looks to suit any concept or project.
Elements3 is a 3mm mineral-based solid surface that offers the same aesthetics as thicker sheets whilst providing significant cost savings. With a 10 year warranty, you can be assured of a high performance product suitable for a range of applications and environments, including retail and commercial environments.

Features & Benefits

- 15 popular decors
- Flexibility of sheets sizes (3660 x 760mm, 4100 x 1250mm, 4100 x 615mm)
- Colour matching capability
- Small minimum order quantities
- Competitively priced
- Thermoformable
- Suitable for horizontal and vertical applications
- 10 year guarantee

Application

Domestic
- Vanity units • Kitchen worktops.

Commercial
- Shopfitting • Washrooms • Wall cladding • Hotels • Hospitality • Healthcare • Schools • Offices • Transport • Exhibition manufacturers • Caravan/boat builders • Joiners • Reception desks • Bar & restaurant tables & counters.
Hanex® is a premium solid surface material offering endless design possibilities and unrivalled product performance. Crafted from a unique blend of acrylic resins and natural materials, Hanex® sheet material can be cut, shaped, moulded and thermoformed into an unlimited range of designs. With 80 colours to choose from, including neutral classics and sophisticated pearlescents, there’s something to suit every design or concept. Hanex® offers a cost effective, long-term option for commercial installations.

**Features & Benefits**

- Maintains its colour and shape.
- Resistant to heat, mould, pollutants and bacteria.
- Renewable and repairable.
- Environmentally friendly.
- Easy to care for and maintain.
- Scratch and stain resistant.
- 10 year residential and commercial product warranty.
- Highest FR classification – EN13051-1b Euroclass B (comparable to BS476 Class 0).
- Non-porous and certified NSF51.
- Extensive ranges of cast and fabricated sinks and bowls available.

**Application**

**Domestic**
- Vanity units • Kitchen worktops.

**Commercial**
- Shopfitting • Washrooms • Wall cladding • Hotels • Hospitality • Healthcare • Schools • Offices • Transport • Exhibition manufacturers • Caravan/boat • builders • Joiners • Reception desks • Bar & restaurant tables & counters.
Stratum – the luxury brand from Hanex® – offers luxury marble effect solid surface across a neutral palette of six stylish colours. The innovative True Scale designs recreate the stunning look of real marble, but with the practical benefits of acrylic solid surface material.

Features & Benefits

- Maintains its colour and shape.
- Resistant to heat, mould, pollutants and bacteria.
- Renewable and repairable.
- Environmentally friendly.
- Easy to care for and maintain.
- Scratch and stain resistant.
- Unique True Scale marble designs.
- 10 year residential and commercial product warranty.
- Highest FR classification – EN13051-1b Euroclass B (comparable to BS476 Class 0).
- Non-porous and certified NSF51.

Application

Domestic
- Vanity units • Kitchen worktops.

Commercial
- Shopfitting • Washrooms • Wall cladding • Hotels
- Hospitality • Healthcare • Schools • Offices • Transport
- Exhibition manufacturers • Caravan / boat builders • Joiners
- Reception desks • Bar & restaurant tables & counters.